
Dining & Kitchen Chairs 
The styles seem endless! 
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Dining and kitchen chairs come in wood, vinyl, upholstery, metal and a multitude 
of shapes and styles. Whatever the style of your kitchen, a complementary chair 
is available. Dining chairs typically come in two basic shapes.  Arm chairs, 
traditionally used at the heads of the table, have a resting place for the arms.  
Side chairs, used elsewhere around the table, include only legs, a seat and back, 
but no arms. 
 
If your kitchen or dining room has a traditional, formal look, there are many chairs 
from which to choose.  Queen Anne-style chairs, for example, have an urn-
shaped, high back, and are based on an 18th-century style.  Chippendale chairs, 
another 18th-century design, have a high, elaborately carved back, curving legs 
and claw feet.  Lyre- or shield-back chairs also are formal styles, featuring low 
backs in the shape of the musical lyre or shield.  All these types of chairs may 
have an upholstered seat. 
 
Country dining / kitchen chairs include the Windsor, which features a bowed back 
support of spindles driven into the seat, as well as turned-spindle legs.  Ladder-
back chairs, also called Shaker chairs, have horizontal slats along the length of a 
tall, straight back.  These chairs often have woven rush or caned seats. 
Hitchcock chairs, also with a woven seat, feature turned-spindle legs and neck 
rests with a smooth horizontal splat in the center of the back, showcasing the 
grain of the wood. 
 
If your style is casual, the sheaf-back or wheat-back chair is an option.  This 
chair’s back includes slats driven into the seat, but they are drawn inward at the 
middle by a horizontal bar or slat.  This gives it the cinched appearance of a 
sheaf of wheat. Metal soda-shop chairs with vinyl-topped circular seats are a 
casual option, as are combination wrought iron and wood styles. 
 
Styles mass-produced in the 1950’s for modern homes are widely available as 
‘retro’ chairs.  One such style features an open back topped by a rectangular or 
oval splat or back piece.  Vinyl upholstered seats in cherry red, pine green or 
black often sport chrome legs.  Clear, molded plastic chairs are another retro 
style, as is the schoolhouse chair, the plastic and chrome seat students still use 
today. 
 
Many other styles of kitchen and dining chairs are available as well.  Craftsman 
style chairs feature a vertical splat with a high back.  Swedish style chairs are 
usually constructed of wood painted white or light blue.  French country may 
feature rush seats and a curvy, ladder-back style decorated with stencils.  Iron 
chairs can be styled to resemble outdoor furniture for a rustic feel. 
 
And this doesn’t even touch bar stools! 


